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Circular – Grand Parents Day 
Dear Parent 

Greetings from Muthamil Public School! 

“The elders of each family have the responsibility for setting the moral tone for the family 

and for passing on the traditional values of our nation to their children and 

grandchildren.” 

On September 11, 2022 we are celebrating “Grand Parents Day”. As we all know 

Grandparents tie a knot from the past to the present and pass on important values to the 

next generation. Their wisdom and love are recognized every year on this day. Most 

grandparents don’t care about what activity they do, they just want to spend time with 

their grandchildren. So, on this day we want our Kids to spend ample time with their 

Grand parents. Here are some suggested activities they can do along with their grand 

parents. 

 

1. Grand Parents Have More Wisdom Than We Think 

Our grandparents have seen all kinds of things and lived a lot, through all 

that living it's not surprising that they learned a thing or two. They have so 

much to pass down and we should take some time to listen. Hear their 

good old stories. 

2. Have a Family Dinner 

Family time is hard to come by nowadays but organizing a family dinner 

with your grandparents, parents and siblings is a great way to spend 

time together.  Besides we get to have some good old fashioned home 

cooking too! Try making one of the dishes that your grandparents 

usually make for you.  

3. Enjoy a Hobby Together 

Ask them to show you one of their favorite hobbies .Your grandma might be 

good at painting or your grandpa might love to solve puzzles on Sundays. A 

bit of company would brighten their day and you’ll probably have more fun 

than you thought you would. 

4. Spend Time with your Grandparents 

Sometimes we forget just how important and special our grandparents 

are. They have a lot more free time on their hands than we do and we 

know that even our short visit would make them happy. Perhaps they 

enjoy nature walks or nature hikes. If your grandparent would prefer a 

calm day, ask them to show you their favorite classic movie. 

 

 

No matter what, the best Grandparents Day activity involves you and your 
 


